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The Turkish Government has created a stable platform for the Economy
The Turkish market has undergone a major transformation in the last 10 to 15 years. Since 2002 Turkish
government has created a stable platform for the economy. Over the past few years Turkey has had
one of the highest GDP’S in the world. All the rating agencies such as Fitch, Standard and Poor’s and
Moody's have all increased the countries ratings to investment level or higher.
The Turkish Government has amended a series of laws in 2012 in order to create a better environment for
investment. Making it easier for all different types of nationalities to buy in Turkey.

Historic Istanbul

Turkish Government Forecasts
Istanbul is to be Europe’s premier ‘buy to let city’ in 2013 (Wall Street Journal). The Turkish Government
forecasts the need for 2.5 million new homes by 2015. Anticipated 500,000 new buyers annually for both
residential and commercial property. New mortgage legislation allows foreigners and locals to borrow,
driving prices upwards. High rental yield with returns above 7.5% with long term local tenants. 35% rise in
investment from Arab nations. One of the world's fastest growing economies. GDP averaging 8% per
annum in the last 5 years. Regional HQ for blue chip companies Including Sony Ericsson, Microsoft and
Coca Cola.

Why invest in Turkey

1. SUCCESSFUL ECONOMY
•
•
•

•
•
•

Booming economy; more than tripling its GDP, reaching USD 786 billion in 2012, up from USD 231
billion in 2002 (TurkStat)
Stable economic growth with an average annual real GDP growth rate of 5 percent over the past
decade (TurkStat)
Promising economy with a bright future as it is expected to become the fastest growing economy
among the OECD members during 2012-2017 with an average annual real GDP growth rate of 5.2
percent (OECD Economic Outlook No. 91)
16th largest economy in the world and 6th largest economy compared with the EU in 2012 (GDP
at PPP, IMF WEO)
Institutionalized economy fueled by USD 123 billion of FDI in the last decade and ranked as the
13th most attractive FDI destination in 2012 (A.T. Kearney FDI Confidence Index)
A dynamic and mature private sector with USD 153 billion worth of exports and an increase of 325
percent between 2002 and 2012 (TurkStat)

2. POPULATION
•
•
•
•

A population of 76 million (2012, TurkStat)
Largest youth population compared with the EU (Eurostat)
Half the population under the age 30.1 (TurkStat)
Young, dynamic, well-educated and multi-cultural population
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3. QUALIFIED AND COMPETITIVE LABOUR FORCE
•
•
•
•

Over 27 million young, well-educated and motivated professionals (TurkStat)
Increasing labor productivity
Approximately 600,000 students graduate annually from over 170 universities (2012, Student
Selection and Placement Center-OSYM)
More than 700,000 high school graduates with around half from vocational and technical high
schools (2012, Ministry of National Education)

4. LIBERAL AND REFORMIST INVESTMENT CLIMATE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The second biggest reformer among OECD countries in terms of its restrictions on FDI since 1997
(OECD FDI Regulatory Restrictiveness Index 1997-2012)
Business-friendly environment with average of 6 days to set up a company, while the average in
OECD members is more than 12 days
Highly competitive investment conditions
Strong industrial and service culture
Equal treatment for all investors
More than 33,000 companies with international capital
International arbitration
Guarantee of transfers
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5. INFRASTRUCTURE
•
•
•
•

New and highly developed technological infrastructure in transportation, telecommunications
and energy
Well-developed and low-cost sea transport facilities
Railway transport advantage to Central and Eastern Europe
Well-established transportation routes and direct delivery mechanism to most of the EU countries

6. CENTRALLY LOCATED
•
•
•

A natural bridge between both East-West and North-South axes, thus creating an efficient and
cost effective outlet to major markets
Easy access to 1.5 billion customers in Europe, Eurasia, the Middle East and North Africa
Access to multiple markets worth USD 25 trillion of GDP

7. ENERGY CORRIDOR AND TERMINAL OF EUROPE
•
•

An important energy terminal and corridor in Europe connecting the East and the West
Located at a close proximity of more than 70 percent of the world’s proven primary energy
reserves, while the largest energy consumer, which is Europe, is located right to the west of Turkey,
thus making the country a linchpin in energy transit and an energy terminal in the region
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8. LOW TAXES & INCENTIVES
•
•

•
•

Corporate Income Tax reduced from 33 percent to 20 percent
Tax benefits and incentives in Technology Development Zones, Industrial Zones and Free Zones
could include total or partial exemption from Corporate Income Tax, a grant on employer’s social
security share, as well as land allocation
R&D and Innovation Support Law
Incentives for strategic investment to decrease imports, for large-scale investments, as well as for
regional investments

9. CUSTOMS UNION WITH THE EU SINCE 1996
•
•
•

Customs Union with the EU since 1996, and Free Trade Agreements (FTA) with 22 countries
More FTAs underway
Accession negotiations with the EU

10. LARGE DOMESTIC MARKET
•
•
•
•
•

20 million broadband internet subscribers in 2012, up from 0.1 million in 2002
68 million mobile phone subscribers in 2012, up from 23 million in 2002
54 million credit card users in 2012, up from 16 million in 2002
131 million airline passengers in 2012, up from 33 million in 2002
31.8 million international tourist arrivals in 2012, up from 13 million in 2002
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tourism in Turkey has increased by 10.86% first half 2013 to more than 32 million forecasted
Turkish airlines have enjoyed a 25.8% increase in traffic to Turkey in 2013
Last 5 years 44 new universities opened with a 40% increase in Students. Plans to increase
international students by 320% in two years and 500% by 2020
Building permits up 4.2% in 2013 over last year and 10.7% in building space
GDP averaged 4.4% first six months of 2013 and it expected to increase above 5.2%
Upgraded by all three rating agencies Fitch, S&P ,Moody’s to investment status 2013
Road Vehicle registration of new cars increased by 35% so far over 2012
5 new airports to be completed by 2014 – Elazığ, Bingöl, Hakkari, Şırnak, Ordu Giresun
New terminals planned for existing airports
Major bridge in Çanakkale Straits, as part of Tekirdağ-Çanakkale-Balıkesir motorway
$400 billion investment planned for urban renewal projects over the next 10 years
9,978 km new high speed rail lines through 29 cities next 5 years
2 high speed rail lines have been completed (Ankara-Eskişehir, Ankara-Konya) 4 are due to be
complete in 2015 (Đzmir-Ankara, Đstanbul-Bilecik, Bursa-Bilecik, Gaziantep-Halep)
36 health and hospital projects (37.100 beds and with respect to pre-feasibilities US$ 5 Billion cost)
approved by High Planning Council
A number of ports to be privatized Istanbul Port, Đzmir Port, Derince Port, Çandarlı Port
A number of marinas to be enlarged such as Taşucu: Total area 1,7 mn sqm, Kalamış-Fenerbahçe:
Existing capacity of 1,050 yachts will be doubled, 18 new marinas in Đzmir with total 6400 capacity,
Karşıyaka: 500 yacht capacity ,Bayraklı: 500 yacht capacity ,Đnciraltı: 450 yacht capacity, Şakran:
400 yacht capacity.

Welcome to Istanbul

The capital of empires... The city that straddles two continents... The cradle of civilizations… The
meeting point of cultures.... Ancient and modern. These are some of the thousands of phrases that
describe Đstanbul. Yet neither words nor any amount of reading or listening are sufficient to truly
describe this magnificent city. Only when you walk along its historic streets, when you sail along the
Bosphorus when you see with your own eyes the architectural masterpieces of Byzantine and Ottoman
Empires in their original settings, when you enjoy the panoramic views of its unique location, and when
you start to explore its mystical beauties – only then will you begin to discover, and to fall in love with
Đstanbul.
Today the historical peninsula is the most beautiful part of Đstanbul, and is strategically well placed. The
city is surrounded by a seascape peppered with distant islands, and this, together with the Golden
Horn (Haliç), the estuary that thrusts into the land along the peninsula make Đstanbul a unique place –
and, throughout its long history, a city that many desired to conquer. But the desire to possess the city
cannot be explained only by its strategic position or unsurpassed beauty; it has a different attraction, a
mystical magnetism that drew states, empires and great conquerors towards it. This attraction led to a
long history of conflict, conquest and occupation between those determined to maintain their hold on
the city and those who strove to capture it. Đstanbul was the capital of many empires, first the
Byzantine, later the Ottoman and then the Romans. It was beautified accordingly with magnificent
monuments and became a metropolis where diverse cultures, nations and religions mingle and mixed.
Those cultures, nations and religions are the small pieces that form the tapestry of Đstanbul.

• Increase in tourism is expected to be around 12
million visitors for 2013 with revenue estimated at
$8.6 billion. Making Istanbul the 6TH most popular
destination in the world. Around a third of Turkey’s
31 million tourists visit Istanbul.
• Istanbul is the largest city in Turkey, constituting the
country's economic, cultural, and historical heart.
With a population of 14 million plus, the city forms
one of the largest urban agglomerations in Europe
and is the second largest city in the world by
population within city limits.
• 250,000 units additionally required by 2015 .
• Third highest portal search as a country on internet
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The main airport Ataturk served 45 million
passengers in 2012, making it the 20th busiest
airport in the world in terms of total passenger
traffic and the 14th busiest in the world in terms of
international passenger traffic.
• One of the most historic cities in the world (formerly
known as Constantinople) many Unesco sites like
Hagi Sophia, Topkapı Palace, Süleymaniye.
• 50 neighbourhoods in Istanbul have been
targeted for urban renewal projects.
• 2 new cities to be built in Istanbul with one million
population each.
•

•

•

3rd Airport of Istanbul will be built around
Yenikoy and Akpinar (northwest) on 77
million mt2 land. Project will be developed
in 4 phases and final capacity will be 150
million passengers per annum which will
make it the largest airport of the world.
Canal Istanbul – creation of artificial
waterway connecting the Black Sea to the
Sea of Marmara. Planned to be built on the
outskirts of the European side of the city,
connect the Black Sea to the Marmara
Sea, 45-50 km long, estimated cost: $7
Billion U.S.
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•
•

•

3rd bridge on Bosphorus and new tunnel for
traffic opening next year.
Expansion of the Istanbul rail and metro –
currently 154 km rail line for metro is
expected to reach 641 km in 2023 and new
high speed train connecting to new airport.
Đstanbul-Bilecik high speed line to be
completed by 2015.
57% of foreign companies operate from
Istanbul around 32,000 companies. They
include Microsoft, Mango, DHL, PWC, Grant
Thornton, McKinsey and Co, Sony Ericsson
and many others.

•

•

The success of Istanbul’s property market is a
simple matter of supply and demand. Due to
the rapid growth of the city (some 400,000
new inhabitants arrive each year to work or
study) It is estimated that 250,000 new homes
per annum are required until 2015 according
to the Real Estate Investment Trust
Association to meet the demand.”
The number of universities in Turkey has
mushroomed to accommodate this doubling
of the overseas student population and a
40% local increase.

•

•
•
•

Istanbul is home to 44 universities with a
student population of around 1.5 million
students this has doubled since 2006 and is
expected to grow much further as Turkey
try’s to take a larger slice of the foreign
students population worldwide.
PWC’S report on top European cities has put
Istanbul in first place for the past three years.
60% of the population is under 30 years old.
50 new universities established since 2006 to
meet demand in Istanbul.
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Why Beylikdüzü?
•
•
•
•
•

•

Fastest growing suburb and district in Istanbul expected population to be over 1 million by 2020.
New 24 hour metro link was completed last year giving easy access to city centre and increasing
passenger transit by more than 1 million passengers.
Tuyap fair, conference and congress centre and the main exhibition centre is located there with 2
million visitors per year to see 14000 exhibitors from 60 countries.
Close proximity to both motorways E5 and E8 makes it easier to get to the centre or other parts of
Turkey.
Location of three universities Beykent, Fatih and Arel. Plus the main Istanbul University is only 15
minutes away where there is an acute shortage of campus or residential lets and is expensive for
students.
Currently one of the highest construction areas in Istanbul together with close by Essenyurt over 50
developments in progress.

Why Beylikdüzü?
•

•
•

•

According to a recent survey 40% of residents of Beylikdüzü have a university degree. Beylikdüzü is
now attracting the upper-middle class because of the good infrastructure. The attraction is also
increased by its close proximity to the Istanbul Atatürk Airport. Beylikdüzü is home to the most
shopping malls in Istanbul and is considered a heaven for shopping.
New indoor sports facility of 36,000 mts containing 800 seat Olympic swimming pool and an arena
containing 2 tennis courts, basketball volleyball and handball with 2000 seats almost completed.
The area is becoming a main centre for a multiplicity of Car showrooms working together since the
Istanbul municipality ordered car showrooms out of the centre. Such showrooms as Otoport and
Autopia have already successfully opened in the area
The area is attracting a new young professional client who is looking to rent or buy middle of the
range type properties that are attractively priced and are seen as a good investment.

Majestic – Fitness park 400 mts
Majestic – Nearest supermarket 700 mts
Majestic – Mosque 800 mts
Majestic – Restaurants, cafés, bakery, pharmacy 800 mts
Majestic – Metrobus station 1.1 km (7 mins walk)
Majestic – Real Shopping Mall 1.1 Km
Majestic – Bauhaus centre 1.1k
Majestic – Marmara Park AVM Hyper Mall 1.1km
Majestic – Medicana Private Hospital 2.0 km
Majestic – E5 Motorway 1.0 km
Majestic – Ataturk Airport 16.0 km
Majestic – Taksim Square 27km or 30-35 minutes by
Metrobus and underground.
Majestic – Blue Mosque 24 km or 25-30 minutes by
Metrobus (fast transport system)
Majestic – Carrefour 1.7 km
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Majestic Residence Facilities
This is a beautifully select apartment block consisting of only 88 apartments and 7 shops the total
construction area is a mere 7,744 sqm. It has 12 floors of apartments and four floors underground for
parking and storage. The hot water and central is from a boiler system and it has a fitted kitchen
system. The one bedroom apartments we have select are really spacious and make for ideal living.
There are 4 sizes to choose from net of 43.50mts, to 48.30mts and 51.40mts to a huge 60.00mts net, as
big as a standard two bed apartment prices range fully furnished from GBP48,000 for the largest
apartment.

One Bed Financials

•

4 types of 1 bed apartments

•

45% Deposit plus 5% on delivery

•

43.50 sqm to 60.00 sqm net

•

5 year rental assurance @ 7%

•

Sale prices from £48,000

•

Finance available 50% subject to status

•

Reservation fee £4,000 (covers Legals) •

Full Furniture packs included

Majestic Residence
Beylikdüzü
Universal21 Ltd
Tel: +44 (203) 287 8700
Tel: +44 (208) 144 6884
Tel: +90 (212) 884 1884
Tel: +90 (212) 366 0214
Fax: +90 (212) 366 5802
www.universal21.com
info@universal21.com

DISCLAIMER: Property values can decrease as well as increase. No express or implied income claims are made herein. Neither the developer or the agent or any of its partners, directors, employees and or representatives will be
liable for damages arising out of or in connection with the use of information provided in this presentation. The agent is not providing financial advice under the regulations of the financial services authority and we recommend
that before making any decisions based on the information provided, that you should take independent legal and financial advice. The contents of this presentation and any other documentation provided has been provided in
good faith and is not intended to form part of any contract. Any measurements and financial information should only be regarded as approximate. “All the pictures and promotional material included in this brochure aim to help
you visualise the future outcome. The future finishes of the whole development may possibly vary from those shown in the presentation.” All contents are subject to copyright and belong to Universal21 Ltd Registered in Turkey.

